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Take home 3

Give an example of X and Y that are correlated but there is no causal relation:

"Number of firemen putting out a fire correlates with the amount of damage done by the fire. ."

"Amount of universities and amusement parks. Both are results of the living standard rising higher, which means
that there is more demand for universities and possibilites to build amusement parks (and also demand for them)."

Take a (time) series of the binary kind...:
"The series would be correlated, if you could predict some later part of the series based on the eariler part of the series."

"Correlation in the given time series could be found by specifying an approriate correlation func-
tion and examining that.



Take…

Take instead a series like this...:
"Let’s say the replaced binary digit is chosen at random and that flips are independent. Over time 
we would expect this action to result in random equilibrium state with zero correlation --. Any 
random fluctuations from the equilibrium state caused by coin flips would be expected to decay in 
the same manner as the initial state and therefore the Onsager’s hypothesis would hold. One way to 
think of this is to assume that eventually all coins will be flipped and therefore the initial state has 
no influence on the end state”

"In the case of biased, there is much stronger impact on the series; you could basically
manipulate the series to become what you want, with each toss causing noticeable change, thus at 
least approacing linear response "

As a final remark, try playing the game..:



Step aside: Nobel Prize Physics 2021
Today, we celebrate the recent news of the 
Nobel – to statistical mechanics: Giorgio 
Parisi.

So what did Zio Giorgio (nickname at La 
Sapienza in Rome) get his prize for?

The answer is, for many things, for 
developing and applying theoretical physics 
and (really) high performance computing to 
various problems.

In detail?



Google Scholar and the Nobel Prize

#2: Spin glass theory and beyond: An 
Introduction to the Replica Method and 
Its Applications

#3: Dynamic scaling of growing 
interfaces

#5: Simulated tempering: a new Monte 
Carlo scheme

#6: Interaction ruling animal collective 
behavior depends on topological 
rather than metric distance: Evidence 
from a field study

#9: Stochastic resonance in climatic 
change

#11: Random magnetic fields, 
supersymmetry, and negative 
dimensions

#12: Analytic and algorithmic solution 
of random satisfiability problems

#15: The order parameter for spin 
glasses: a function on the interval 0-1

https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:IjCSPb-OGe4C
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:qjMakFHDy7sC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:Tyk-4Ss8FVUC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:ULOm3_A8WrAC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:W7OEmFMy1HYC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:Y0pCki6q_DkC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:9yKSN-GCB0IC
https://scholar.google.fi/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=TeuEgRkAAAAJ&citation_for_view=TeuEgRkAAAAJ:_FxGoFyzp5QC


Example, the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation

𝜕𝑡ℎ 𝑥, 𝑡 = 𝜈∇2ℎ + 𝜆 ∇ℎ 2 + 𝜂 𝑥, 𝑡

An equation for a ”field” h, with a linear, a non-linear, and a noise term.

Growing 
interfaces, density 
fluctuations of the 
universe…
(Burgers’ equation 
of fluid turbulence)



ABC of phase transitions

Today’s main topics:

• The paradigmatic statistical mechanics model: the Ising model

• How to solve statistical mechanics on the computer – yet another 
connection to stochastics (of/or Markov chains)

• Coarse-grain the Ising: simplest Ginzburg-Landau theory, the phase 
transition in GL.

Material: Sethna, Chaikin-Lubensky, Principles of Condensed Matter 
Physics, Ch 4 (start) and Ch 10 (early part).



Meet the Ising model

• Lattice model, with Hamiltonian

• These details dictate the physics: J 
(coupling), H (external field), sum over (NN) 
interactions, geometry.

• Sign of J: (anti)ferromagnetic. Trees, 1D 
(solvable), 2D (barely solvable), 3D (not 
solvable).

• Add disorder (RF [H] (GP…), RB (J), SG (J)), 
make J long-ranged, AF in a triangular lattice 
(frustration)….



Ising model: (some) uses

Magnetism (parameters from 
microscopic detail!).

Binary alloys: understand the 
energy from the atomistic 
configuration (NN, NNN…).

Liquid-gas transition: what 
happens in the phase diagram 
close to the critical point (liquid-
gas).



How to solve the Ising model?

Emulate the thermal evolution on 
a computer: Heat Bath algorithm.

Pick a spin (at random). 

Compute the cost in energy for 
having it up/down ΔEup/down.

Pick the direction at random using 
the right Boltzmann weights.

(This means we do a Markov 
Chain over the spin states).

Advanced numerical methods:

Cluster algorithms…

Parallel tempering…

Ground-state methods for 
disordered systems (low 
temperatures: unique ground 
state for each system)…

Special computers (!).



Markov chains/fields (in general)

Properties of (memoryless) 
processes for the evolution of the 
occupation probabilities, 𝑝 𝑛 𝛼 .

Require a steady-state, and 
conservation of probability.

Ergodic (finite convergence time) 
chains have a single steady-state 
(Frobenius-Perron theorem).

Detailed balance: convergence 
assured.



Example #1 of cluster algorithms 

• Swendsen and 
Wang 1989 [PRL 
56 (87), 86]: 
update clusters 
not single spins.

• Does this give the 
correct 
thermodynamics?

Thx to K. Rummukainen, HY



Check it out

Showing that the SW
algorithm exhibits
detailed balance
(between A and B) 
follows essentially
from the fact that the
intermediate ”C” after
the flip is arbitary and 
compatible with both.



Wolff cluster algorithm (PRL 62 (89), 361)

Autocorrelation function



Order parameters & Ginzburg-Landau

Inside a phase, an OP varies slowly but 
how do we detect the phase changes? 
(Example: magnetization for the Ising
model in the FM phase).

GL: coarse-grain the system into patches 
of “large” size though smaller than the 
correlation length. Look, at what the FE 
looks like (and find the right 
normalization or partition function to 
get the FE right).



What is GL theory?

Z sum over all configurations m, 
thus a path integral.

Conditions on the FE: locality (in 
m), symmetries (rotation, 
translation: original lattice), Z2-
symmetry (spin flips, we do now 
the Ising model), analyticity 

Result (H breaks the parity 
symmetry, “-Hm”) reads then:

See Chaikin and Lubensky



Consequences:

Mean-field solution (m constant): 
a 2nd order phase transition 
(continuous) related α2 and the 
critical temperature. m(T,H) (B in 
the figure).

Similar arguments are used 
(applying the GL-theory) to 
superconductivity and to liquid 
crystals (nematic-isotropic 
transition, where different 
symmetry gives an extra α3 term).



Application of GL: domain wall

In the ordered phase 
go from one “domain” 
to another: Domain 
Wall. GL gives the 
energy and shape.

Applications: disorder, 
roughening… Lower 
critical dimension for 
order to be present. 
Warning: KPZ round 
the corner!



What did we learn?

GL model: some “critical exponent” describing the 
behavior of quantities close to the critical temperature.

On general grounds, these are all not independent. 
Rescaling of time, space (correlation time, length), 
response to an external field is why.

How does one now compute the exponents? 
“Renormalization group” is the answer (K. Wilson, Nobel).



Homework



Take home

• Take home (Sethna Chapter 10 plus additional material Ginzburg-Landau theory: Chaikin-Lubensky, Principles of 
Condensed Matter Physics, Ch. 4.1-4.4 and Ch. 10.1 and 10.2.). 

Read the chapter, and the parts of Ginzburg-Landau theory.  Check also the cluster Monte Carlo algorithms (the web is full 
of lecture notes, and Wikipedia has a good article on the S-W algorithm): do you think you understand why they work?

Here we introduce the Ising model as the paradigm of statistical physics and phase transitions. The book discusses the 
model and how to study it by computational means. The CL-part tells how a "coarse-grained" theory is formed for the 
Ising model (and its variants and other systems; "phase-field model" is a key concept).

The random field Ising model (RFIM) comes when you introduce the random fields to each site. The RFIM has a phase 
diagram like the normal Ising except that random fields can destroy ferromagnetic order at any temperature if they are 
strong enough.

How would the random field affect a) a GL-theory (what is the free energy like?) and b) the physics of a domain wall?

Then check the following application of the model: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjb/e2005-00307-0

Read through the paper. How would you simulate the model - how do the random fields enter the picture? Put the model 
on a 2D lattice, with a fixed set of neighbors for each "opinion" for that purpose.
What kind of transitions would you expect in this system?

(For those interested please see https://www.cfm.fr/work-with-us/#Our%20internships for summer jobs)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjb/e2005-00307-0
https://www.cfm.fr/work-with-us/#Our%20internships

